Orbit360 – Supporting Medical Colleague (SMC) process (English)
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There is no audio on this video
Supporting Medical Colleague (SMC) role
The role of the Supporting Medical Colleague (SMC) in the process is to help the doctor reflect on
their feedback – both positive and negative.
As the SMC you will:
-Verify the list of colleagues that the doctor has selected, you should ensure that the list represents
colleagues from across the doctor’s whole practice
-Review the doctor’s report
-Provide feedback to the doctor on the report
-Release the report to the doctor
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There is no obligation to accept the request, you can decline to be an SMC by following the link in
the email notification.
Once selected as a Supporting Medical Colleague (SMC) you will receive an email notification.
If you have an Orbit360 account, you can use your existing credentials (as long as the doctor has
entered the email address associated with your current Orbit360 account), otherwise you need to
create a new account by setting a password following the link in the email notification.
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If you have been selected as an SMC using a different email to your original account, you can
request that these profiles are ‘merged’ – further guidance around this can be found on our FAQ
page.
This short video will show you the SMC process in Orbit360 if you are an SMC when a doctor has
initiated both patient and colleague feedback (using the Chrome browser).
Once logged into the Orbit360 system, you will need to go to your ‘SMC action’ tab
From here, you will need to review the SMC request via the ‘Action’ button
You will need to accept/decline the SMC request and you can submit a supporting comment
The doctor will need to enter a colleague list.
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If they have done this prior to you accepting the SMC request, a button to action this will appear
under the ‘Colleague list’ heading, otherwise you will receive a notification when this is submitted
and available to review after accepting the SMC request.
You can review the colleague list via the ‘Action’ button.
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You should ensure the doctor’s colleague list represents colleagues from across the doctor’s whole
practice before approving their list.
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Once you have approved the list, Orbit360 will automatically send the questionnaire to the
nominated colleagues.
There is the option for you to approve the colleague list in full. If you do this first, you can then
remove individuals you consider inappropriate to provide feedback, accepting the remaining list
submitted to you for review.
Any colleague you do not feel is appropriate should be unticked before submitting
When you submit your responses (if less than 15 approved), the doctor should review, amend/enter
new colleagues and then re-submit to you.
You will then need to approve the list again and, once approved with 15 or more colleagues,
Orbit360 will automatically send the questionnaire to the nominated colleagues.
Here you can see the doctor has entered new colleagues for you to approve
You can now see the progress bars for the doctor appear and they will begin to obtain feedback
during the 24 week timeframe.
Here you can see that the doctor has not yet downloaded the patient forms so the ‘patient
responses’ progress bar does not appear.
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You can monitor the progress at any time and looking at the progress bars now, you can see the
doctor has downloaded their patient forms and begun to obtain both patient and colleague
feedback
You can also see more information by clicking the person icon next to the doctor’s name which gives
you information, such as speciality, colleague list and health board.
You will receive a notification when the doctors report is available to review via your ‘SMC actions’
tab.
Here you can see the progress bars are complete – the doctor has obtained the minimum responses
required for both patient and colleague feedback and have reached their closing date or requests
early release of their report.
Please note, if the doctor wishes to finalise the process prior to their closing date, they can request
to do so from the ‘Manage Feedback’ page in their Orbit360 account.
Once this has been done or their original closing date has passed, they will no longer be able to
collect further responses.
You can view the feedback first – this will open a webpage containing the report with the doctor’s
feedback (depending on your computer/laptop).
You should examine the feedback and decide whether:
-This is universally good feedback
-There are minor areas that may indicate developmental needs
-There are minor areas that may indicate development needs
-There are many areas where the feedback is less than good
-There are one or more areas that may surprise or upset the doctor
-There is one or more comments that is personal, rude or defamatory
You can also download the report – this will open a PDF version of the report in a new webpage
(depending on your computer/laptop).
Once you are happy that the report can be released to the doctor, use the ‘release’ button.
Following this, this doctor will be able to download their report from the ‘Completed Reports’ page
on their Orbit360 account.
You have to tick the ‘declaration’ box to confirm you are happy to release the report to the doctor
and that it doesn’t contain anything inappropriate.
Should you have any concerns, please contact the Orbit360 team prior to releasing the report to the
doctor.
Concerns in the feedback could include comments that are personal, rude or defamatory.
Remember that some doctors are upset if they do not score in the top category for everything and
may be offended or upset that they are not seen as perfect.
The feedback may be released to the doctor after a brief conversation offering to discuss the
feedback - this conversation should focus on the doctor’s perception of the feedback and what, if
any, development/changes need to be made. Remind the doctor to record their reflections in the
appropriate section of their MARS account.
Once you release the report, the doctor moves to your ‘SMC History’ tab.
Additionally, if at any time during the process a doctor you support is ‘paused’, they will appear in
your ‘SMC paused list’. You will be unable to action anything while the doctor’s surveys are paused.
When reactivated, the doctor’s feedback will resume and they will appear on your SMC list again so
you can continue with supporting the colleague/patient feedback process.
In your ‘SMC History’ tab you will see any doctors you have acted as an SMC for previously, but you
will not be able to access the report once complete.
If you have accepted a request to act as a Supporting Medical Colleague (SMC) but you can no
longer continue with this role, you should contact the Orbit360 team. We will then support the
doctor in continuing the process with an alternative SMC.
There could be an instance where you have a duplicate account as you have set up a profile in
Orbit360 but then are selection as an SMC by a doctor using a difference email address.
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These profiles can be ‘merged’ into one account (unless you wanted to keep them separate from
each other). Further information on merging profiles is found on our FAQ page.
www.orbit360.heiw.wales
Any questions about the Supporting Medical Colleague (SMC) role, please get in touch with your
health board/Designed Body or the Orbit360 team via email:
heiw.orbit360@wales.nhs.uk
For a full list of FAQs please visit www.orbit360faq.heiw/wales (you can watch videos in full screen
by downloading them using the arrow at the bottom of the video)
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